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Abstract. Using gestures to control Ambient Intelligence environments can result in mismatches between the user’s intention and the perception of the gesture by the system. One way to cope with this problem is to provide the user
with an instant feedback on what the system has perceived. In this work, we
present an approach for providing visual feedback to users of Ambient Intelligence systems that rely on gestures to control individual devices within their
environments. This paper extends our previous work on this topic [1] and introduces several enhancements to the system.
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1

Introduction

Since Mark Weiser formulated the vision of ubiquitous computing systems embedded
pervasively in our everyday environments [2] back in 1991, the amount of intelligent
networked-devices has grown significantly. They are present in the form of smart
entertainment systems such as TVs and HiFi sets, embedded in home automation
systems and white ware, or part of communication devices such as tablet computers
and smartphones. Every single of these devices provides its own, specific user interface and this can make it difficult for the user to keep track of the wide variety of
functionalities provided. Consequently, there is a growing interest for more comprehensive interaction methods [3]. In the past couple of years, scientists invented and
examined different approaches to provide a more natural and unified way of
interacting with smart environments [4], and a very convenient way of selecting and
interacting with devices within smart environments are gestures [5].
Because gestures are often used in interactions between humans and usually correctly interpreted by a human counterpart, interacting with smart environments via
gestures feels natural and intuitive. However, there can be a significant mismatch
between the understanding of a gesture when performed by a person and the interpretation of the same gesture by a computer system. This mismatch results from a variety
of reasons:
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An incorrect positioning of the gesture tracking sensors
An insufficient tracking precision
A wrong interpretation of the gathered tracking data by the computer system
The user’s misleading self-assessment when performing unambiguous gestures
The user’s erroneous believe in an unlimited adaptivity of the computer system

The creation of failsafe gesture recognition systems that are capable of covering
large areas (such as the entire living room) is an enormous challenge as these systems
have a high implementation complexity. An interim solution on the way towards this
goal might be to develop systems that can provide users with instant, sophisticated
feedback on what the system has perceived, thus enabling them to better adapt their
behavior to the system’s capabilities. To this end, we have developed an optical guiding device that acts like an omnipresent environmental cursor. This laser-based device
visualizes the current interpretation of the user’s gesture to her, thus allowing her to
adapt accordingly. Furthermore, we implemented a highly customizable and flexible
software solution that connects multiple economy-priced gesture and position tracking
devices such as Microsoft’s Kinect, the Leap Motion Tracking bar, and the CapFloor
system for the provision of reliable multi-resolution user localization and gesture
tracking.

2

Related Work

The research on whole-body gestures can be traced back to at least the early 1960s
[6, 7]. The current efforts in this area concentrate mainly on virtual reality and entertainment applications [8, 9]. To perform gestural interaction, a human body pose recognition system is needed and since the release of Microsoft’s Kinect sensor, 3D
cameras that sell at a reasonable price have become widely available.
This text is an addition to our earlier work [1]. For this, we have found inspiration
mainly in the research of Wilson et al [8], who first introduced the dedicated XWand
input device based on inertial measurement units and infrared LEDs. These allow for
the determination of the XWand’s position and orientation in order to calculate the
location that it is currently being pointed at by the user. Although not being a marker
free whole-body interaction method in its own right, it led to Wilson’s later work, the
WorldCursor [1]. This laser-pointing device highlights the location currently selected
by the XWand in the environment, thus improving the selection process.
The Beamatron project of Wilson et al. [2], published by Microsoft Research in
2012, shows a marker free interaction approach using several Kinect cameras, a microphone array setup, as well as a high definition projector mounted on a stage-light
robot arm. Although being heavily related to our works with respect to the character
of the utilized input and output devices, the Beamatron project is not a feasible solution for everyday home setups. The stage-light robot arm makes it a costly product,
and it is too voluminous for the average ceiling height. Furthermore, although it relies
on complex algorithms to identify and follow the user’s location, it is relatively static
and inflexible. Figure 1 shows pictures of both the WorldCursor (to the left) and the
Beamatron (to the right).
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Fig. 1. Wo
orldCursor, left [11] and Beamatron, right [12]

The effectiveness of loccating the user in a real word environment highly depeends
on the sensor technology used.
u
Camera based location is a common method now
wadays. Since the introductio
on and the gaining popularity of smartphones and tabblet
computers, the focus of gesture recognition research oftentimes lies on capacittive
sensory empowered gesturre interaction. The transition from small screens to laarge
areas capable of not only trracking smaller limbs, but the whole body was perform
med
by Grosse-Puppendahl et al. [3] in 2013 with the OpenCapSense tookit and Braunn et
al. [4] with the CapFloorr system – a highly affordable floor setup for locatting
people’s position and appro
oximating their posture within a given area. Another acccurate solution for detailed limb tracking can be found with the LeapMotion IR sennsor
bar, although it is limited to
o a small spatial room.
With our solution, we show
s
a compact, affordable, and relatively flexible vissual
feedback system. We additionally use the CapFloor technology for providing m
more
accurate position estimation and combine this location approach with both a Kinnect
camera for low-resolution entire
e
body gesture recognition and a LeapMotion device to
support finger gestures.

3

The Perception Gap

The gap between a user’s in
ntention when performing a gesture and the system’s innterpretation of this gesture waas already described at length in the predecessor workk of
Majewski et al. [1]. Due to
o this, we will only briefly summarize our findings heree. In
the subsequent paragraphs of this section, we will then introduce the modifications to
the system as described in
n our previous paper. These modifications should helpp to
close the perception gap to an even greater extent than the original system.
To use the index finger as a pointer and to thus generate an immaterial cone tthat
spreads towards the pointin
ng location is a common choice by humans when tryingg to
point at something, but succh a gesture can hardly be comprehended by gesture innterpretation systems that only
y rely on simplified skeleton models, such as the Kinnect
camera. Based on such a sim
mplified skeleton model, only the orientations of the larrger
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c be perceived the system and as such, when the useer is
limbs of the human body can
pointing at something with
h her finger, the system actually bases its interpretationn of
the pointing location on th
he orientation of the user’s shoulder and wrist. This offten
results in a significant miismatch between the intended pointing location and the
gesture interpretation by thee system. Figure 2 visualizes this problem.

Fig. 2. Pointing mismatch

A second challenge for the computer-based interpretation of gestures is the paarallax between gaze and arm angle
a
that is affecting the perceived direction of a pointting
gestures. Figure 3 shows th
his effect from a bird’s perspective. There is a consideraable
difference between constru
ucting the ray that spreads towards the pointing locattion
from the shoulder and wristt on the one hand, and from the iris on the other. The clooser
the target object is, the larg
ger the effect. In certain situations, this parallax is reducced,
as highlighted on the right side of the figure. However, already a small offset anngle
results in a several centimeeters large shift when pointing at something within a ffew
meters distance. More speccifically, an offset of merely five degrees between the user’s gaze and her shoulder-w
wrist-line will result in a deviation of 17 cm when pointting
at something in a distancee of two meters. This error can make pointing on seveeral
relatively small devices in close
c
proximity to each other very difficult.

Fig. 3. Parallax mismatch

A third problem occurs when
w
the time delay between performing a pointing acttion
and the reaction by the sysstem exceeds a certain time interval. According to a stuudy
by Kammer et al. [5], only
y delays of less than 100 milliseconds are perceived too be
acceptable by users. As succh, a user will be inclined to find a slow gesture interpreetation system unsatisfactory, even if her gestures are interpreted correctly by the systtem
and trigger the intended effeects.
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4

Visual Feedback
k System

4.1

Visual Feedback Ro
obot

The visual feedback robot was
w introduced in 2012 by Majewski et al. [1] and is baased
on an Arduino microcontro
oller board, operating a small laser mounted on two serrvomotors that allow for a freee positioning of a laser dot inside a room. Figure 4 shoows
both an image of the robot alone (to the left) and it being mounted on the ceiling oof a
living room (to the right).

Fig. 4. Visual Feedbacck Robot (left) and mounted on living room ceiling (right)

4.2

Visual Feedback Frramework

The software framework th
hat supported the original feedback robot was complettely
redesigned, resulting in a modular
m
architecture that allows extending functionalityy by
providing binding moduless for any kind of existing gesture input solutions. Throuugh
this, we were able to use bo
oth the LeapMotion sensor and the Kinect depth cameraa for
gesture recognition, relying
g on the more detailed hand skeleton model provided by the
LeapMotion for a more prrecise navigation in a smaller area by pointing a fingger,
while using the rougher wh
hole-body skeleton of the Kinect to navigate long distannces
using arm gesture. This co
ompensates the limitation of the Kinect camera not beeing
able to track small limb jo
oints. The tracking module of our approach abstracts the
input devices and generatess a unit ray representation. Every input device is associaated
with a priority ID to generaate a hierarchical ordering of the provided tracking accuuracy. Figure 5 provides an ov
verview of the architecture of our framework. The variious
tracking methods used in ou
ur system are detailed in the next section.
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Fig. 5. Visual Feedback Framework architecture

5

Tracking and Localization Methods

5.1

Low-Resolution Wh
hole-Body Gestures

While in the progress of oriientation and navigation, the user tends to use less accurrate
gestures to bypass larger sp
patial areas and provoke an immediate response from the
system. For these situationss, we use a less detailed motion tracking approach basedd on
the Kinect camera and creaate the resulting pointing ray from the shoulder-wrist-liine.
This is sufficiently accuratee for many types of gestures, although it forces the useer to
adapt her gestures to the sy
ystem’s perception, suffering from the problems descriibed
in chapter 3. This is wheere the supporting effect of the instant feedback thaat is
provided by the visual feedb
back robot as introduced in chapter 4 is the largest.
5.2

High-Resolution Ha
and-Based Gestures

Excessive limb motions, which
w
are required for interacting with the low-resoluttion
system, can be tedious or even
e
impossible, when the spatial area available is higghly
limited. Furthermore, the raay construction by way of the shoulder-wrist-line is noot as
precise as in case of using the finger. For this reason, we have extended our gestture
tracking system with a LeaapMotion infrared sensor bar. Alas, the sensor bar has severe limitations in terms off detection range, which is an area of only about 0.2266 m³
above the bar. Consequently, the amount of use cases that depend on this kind of ssensor is strongly limited. We
W chose to use the LeapMotion as a stationary trackking
device on the armrest of a sofa,
s
were it is comfortable to use while sitting next to itt. In
this position, the lower arm
m is supported by the armrest, making the interaction w
with
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the bar comfortable. As soon as the user approaches the detection field of the LeeapMotion, the cue’s control instance is passed to the LeapMotion’s skeleton resuults.
Until the user leaves the deetection field of the device, the pointing ray is construccted
through the collateral ligam
ment and the direction of the 3rd phalanx of the pointting
finger. Figure 6 visualizes this
t principle.

Fig. 6. High
h-resolution pointing gestures with LeapMotion

5.3

CapFloor User Position Detection

Camera-based tracking sysstems have their limitations in terms of field of view and
tracking distance, and are also
a a cause for privacy concerns for many users. Furthhermore, even powerful depth
h tracking camera systems have their limitations when it
comes to the quantity of deetectable users. To both provide for a better coverage off the
user detection area and add
dress these concerns, we have investigated a possibilityy to
detect users through the Cap
pFloor capacitive sensor based floor [13, 14].
The hardware demands of CapFloor suite our interest in delivering an econom
mypriced solution very well. The
T CapFloor uses thin copper wires as antennas, which are
orthogonally arranged undeer a carpet or integrated into tile joints. These antennas are
connected to a sensor bus system in the room’s baseboard and the gathered data is
processed within the CapSeense framework. This framework, being capable of deteecting and classifying standin
ng or lying objects, provides us with the required data for
our setup. We use this to realize two uses cases as described in the next two sectionns.
5.4

Dynamic Forbidden
n Area Determination

For obvious security reason
ns, we have designed our laser-based visual feedback ssystem to avoid user eye contaact. To this end, the system tracks the position of all ussers
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using and will not point the laser beam to any of such locations. Different to static
objects like furniture, users tend to move through the room and as such, there position
needs to be constantly updated. However, camera-based tracking approaches such as
ones based on the Kinect are only of limited use for this, as the can move out of sight
of their tracking area. To this end, we rely on the CapFloor sensor to reliable inform
our system of the user’s position. More specifically, we use the classification of the
detected objects to make body size estimation. If the CapFloor software classifies the
detected person as standing, we use a cylindrical bounding box and set its height to
200 cm. This height dimensions accords to the door’s height in our environmental
model. The width is set to the significantly detected floor proximity area’s long side
of the detected person, but not less than 50 cm in diameter to ensure the head coverage even if the person bends its head sideways. If the CapFloor software classifies the
detected person as lying, we use a rectangular bounding box and set its height to 50
cm. The width and depth dimensions are determined by the side length sum of the
active antenna cells. These bounding boxes are updated in real-time in our environmental model and ensure the dynamic creation of forbidden areas not to be
highlighted by the visual feedback robot.

Fig. 7. Forbidden area determination

5.5

Selective Device Activation

If a system is supposed to cover a larger with visual pointing feedback, it requires
multiple cameras and projectors. Leaving all those devices active and just waiting for
the user to enter the camera’s field of view is certainly not a satisfying situation.
Based on the user location detection with CapFloor, our approach allows the activation of cameras and projectors only when the user is close enough to benefit from the
functionalities that they can provide.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this contribution we have introduced three important additions to our visual feedback system that compensate the limitations of the low detail skeleton reconstruction
of the Kinect camera, made possible through the development of a highly flexible
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visual feedback framework. Furthermore, we have increased the security and usability
aspect of the system by providing static and dynamic forbidden areas that avoid unwanted cue projection.
To measure the benefits of our current work, we intend to perform an extensive user evaluation of our system in the near future. The users’ feedback will then be used
to improve the system further. We also plan to investigate a richer cue provision with
portable multimedia projectors, as well as more complex laser setups where we focus
on affordability and suitability for daily use.
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